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About

Results in coronal holes segmentation

Sunspots and coronal holes are among the most prominent features of solar activity.
Observation of coronal holes helps to predict space weather, while sunspots provide
information about solar magnetic activity cycle. Segmentation of active regions in solar disk
images is a basic step for further analysis. Visit the website https://observethesun.com to
know how active the Sun is today, what to expect from the next week and how it varied over
the past 100 years.

We find that the trained model provides a reasonable segmentation of coronal holes that
corresponds to visual expectation (figure A). In a number of cases it outperforms standard
routines (figures B and C, same day of observation as in A). The results are published in a
paper E. A Illarionov, A. G Tlatov, Segmentation of coronal holes in solar disc images with a
convolutional neural network, Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Volume
481, Issue 4, December 2018, Pages 5014–5021.
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Online segmentation tool
The model has been implemented in an online segmentation tool using Tensorflow.js. Visit
the website https://illarionovea.github.io to process SDO/AIA 193 A images from sample
gallery or uploaded from disk.

Dataset
For segmentation of coronal holes we used daily observations from the Solar Dynamic
Observatory (SDO) Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) 193 Angstrom catalogue from
2010 to 2018. Corresponding segmentation maps (targets) were obtained at the Kislovodsk
Mountain Astronomical Solar Station. Totally the dataset contains 2916 pairs of solar disk
images and corresponding segmentation maps. We divide it into train and test parts, where
train part contains all pairs before 2017 (2385 items) and test part contains all pairs starting
from 2017 (513 items). For segmentation of sunspots we consider white light full disk
images and segmentation maps both obtained at the Kislovodsk Mountain Astronomical
Solar Station from 2012 to 2019.

Model
We implemented the U-Net like model for segmentation of coronal holes. Model input is an
image of shape (256, 256, 1), model output is a segmentation map of the same shape. The
source code is open-sourced at https://github.com/observethesun/coronal_holes. For
segmentation of sunspots and cores the model has been modified for multi-class
segmentation.
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Results in sunspot segmentation

Sample activation maps

The very first results in sunspot segmentation are encouraging. The model gives accurate
results over the whole disk for multi-class targets (sunspots, cores, background).
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Get the source code → 

Training
Training procedure consists of iterations over the dataset with batches of size 20 over 3
epochs. Within each batch original images of shape (1024, 1024) are scaled to (256, 256),
rotated independently at random angle in 0, 90, 180, 270 degrees and reversed along each
spatial axis with probability 0.5. Loss function is binary cross-entropy and we use Adam
optimization algorithm.
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